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**Abstract**

In July 2016 the UN and IOM entered into an agreement whereby the IOM became a related organisation within the UN system. In September of that year, the UN commenced negotiations towards the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration to be adopted in Summer 2018. This paper examines the place of UN human rights obligations regarding migrants and the IOM Member states' position that it should remain a 'non-normative' agency even after its inclusion in the UN system. We question whether the primacy given to national law, and the lack of any reference to international law or human rights in the IOM Constitution are compatible with the substantial role assigned to the organisation in the development of the Global Migration Compact which the UN General Assembly has determined is a human rights driven project.

**Introduction**

On 25 July 2016 the UN's General Assembly adopted Resolution 70/296 entitled an Agreement concerning the Relationship between the United Nations and the International Organisation for Migration (IOM). This is not the first agreement between the parties. They had previously operated together on the basis of a 25 June 1996 agreement of cooperation. Many UN bodies work closely with IOM on joint projects. The innovation of the July 2016 agreement is that the IOM becomes a related agency of the UN and the UN formally recognises the IOM as an organisation with a global leading role in the field of migration.

The purpose of this article is to examine the new relationship of the IOM and the UN from the perspective of human rights obligations. The question we asked ourselves is: how are the human rights of migrants protected and promoted as a result of the UN/IOM agreement?

The question is one of immediate and pressing concern as the UN has launched negotiations on a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration by a General Assembly resolution on 19 September 2016.\(^4\) We have examined elsewhere the move towards international migration governance which the Compact proposes.\(^5\) The UN has given IOM an important role in assisting the negotiations of the Global Compact which is due to be completed in 2018. By placing IOM close to the driving seat of the negotiations, and stating it to be a 'non-normative organisation', the issue of fidelity to the UN's human rights standards must be addressed. In a concurrent document, we look at exactly what
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those human rights are which are critical to the relationship between states and migrants. In this article we examine the agreement between the UN and IOM from the perspective of human rights.

What is the IOM?

IOM was established in 1951\(^6\) at the initiative of Belgium and the USA with the objective of refugee resettlement from Europe primarily to North America (this included a substantial role in resettlement of Hungarian refugees from the 1956 events in that country). It extended and developed its migration programme in the 1960s to include the recruitment and placement of highly qualified migrants to developing countries in Latin America. Its role changed once again in the 1970s, and was dominated by the resettlement of Jewish refugees from the Soviet Union, East African Asians from East Africa and Indo-Chinese refugees, the fall-out from the end of the Vietnam War in 1975. For IOM, the 1980s were dominated by the issue of resettlement of Indo-Chinese refugees. In the 1990s, IOM was still primarily engaged in resettlement of people caught out by violence and civil war, including by the second Gulf war in 1990 (including resettlement of Iraqi Kurds), the violence and displacement following the disintegration of the former Yugoslavia and, at the end of the decade, Kosovo. However, after the Rwanda massacres, IOM became increasingly involved in return rather than resettlement, assisting Rwandans displaced by the violence to return home from neighbouring states. These return activities extended also to the Kosovars who had been displaced at the end of the decade to neighbouring countries (some of which were reluctant hosts) to assist them to return to Kosovo.

Activities of IOM frequently include a human rights dimension, whether it be assisting refugees to find durable solutions or promoting human rights standards in migration. The experience of the authors, all of whom have worked or had contact, at one time or another, with specific IOM projects, is that human rights compliance is often included in IOM projects. But the centrality of human rights is not reflected in the IOM Constitution, which we discuss below.

As the new millennium dawned, IOM developed its international role as membership expanded and it adopted the principle that humane and orderly migration benefits migrants and society. Its four key objectives became (1) to assist in meeting the growing operational challenges of migration management; (2) to advance understanding of migration issues; (3) to encourage social and economic development through migration and (4) to uphold the human dignity and well-being of migrants. According to its website, it has 12 strategic focuses (see Annex I). What is noticeable about the objectives of the IOM is the paucity of references to human rights. The only explicit reference appears in
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strategic focus (2) which is “to enhance the humane and orderly management of migration and the effective respect for the human rights of migrants in accordance with international law” [emphasis provided].

It is worth noting that the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights opens, in its first preamble, by placing human dignity at the core of human rights. For this reason, the first article of the Declaration concerns dignity: “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.” The articles which follow, forming the foundation of the UN’s human rights acquis, are the result of the duty to respect human dignity. Therefore, the IOM’s fourth objective can be read as an indirect reference to the UN’s human rights standards, though this is not clearly stated.

The IOM’s Constitution contains no reference to human rights. Its first purpose and function, according to that Constitution, is to make arrangements for the organized transfer of migrants, for whom existing facilities are inadequate or who would not otherwise be able to move without special assistance, to countries offering opportunities for orderly migration – in effect a travel agency for those without the resources to use the private sector and who are no longer welcome where they are (see Annex 2). The lack of an express IOM mandate in the field of human rights has not gone un-noticed by scholars. It is made more problematic by the primacy which the Constitution gives to national law and policies, and the absence of any reference to international law. The Constitution states only that in carrying out its functions, IOM ‘shall conform to the laws, regulations and policies of the States concerned’ (Art. 1(3)).

The language of normativity has been central to the debate about IOM and human rights. In IOM’s Council report of 30 June 2016, at paragraph 16 regarding the IOM-UN relationship, reference is made to IOM’s Resolution 1309, and the overriding need to ensure that IOM remains “a non-normative organization”. This wording would in due course find its way into the agreement between the IOM and UN.

If the term "normative" describes the way something ought to be done, what exactly is meant by ‘non-normative’? This is not a UN term. Human rights are generally accepted to

---

8 Universal Declaration of Human Rights preamble 1: “Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world;”
be the normative dimension of the UN standard setting.\textsuperscript{11} Does the term ‘non-normative’ mean that IOM not required to work in conformity with UN human rights standards?\textsuperscript{12}

The UN is a fundamentally normative organisation. The second preamble of the UN’s Charter states that the parties are determined “to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small.”\textsuperscript{13} Article 1(3) of the Charter states that the objective of the UN is “To achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion;”. Article 13 mandates the General Assembly to make recommendations “promoting international co-operation in the economic, social, cultural, educational, and health fields, and assisting in the realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.” Article 55(c) requires the UN to promote “universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.” Article 62(2) provides that the Economic and Social Council may “make recommendations for the purpose of promoting respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all.” Article 68 authorises the Council to “set up commissions in economic and social fields and for the promotion of human rights”. Article 76(c) regarding the trusteeship system, states that its purpose, \textit{inter alia}, is “to encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion, and to encourage recognition of the interdependence of the peoples of the world.”

Article 103 UN Charter resolves the issue of competing or conflicting obligations in favour of the primacy of the Charter over all other treaty obligations and agreements.\textsuperscript{14} The UN Charter must therefore take priority over the IOM Constitution. One final comment on the UN Charter relates to Article 48(2) which does not specifically refer to human rights but rather states that action required to carry out the decisions of the Security Council for the maintenance of international peace and security shall be taken by all the Members of the UN or by some of them, as the Security Council may determine and shall be carried out by the Member states directly and through their action in the appropriate international agencies of which they are members. This provision has been claimed by states as the basis for various border control activities as necessary in the interested of peace and security (and specifically to fight terrorism).\textsuperscript{15} But, through its resolutions and through


\textsuperscript{12} IOM does have its own human rights policy see below Article 3(2): \textit{IOM as a non-normative organisation}.


\textsuperscript{14} “In the event of a conflict between the obligations of the Members of the United Nations under the present Charter and their obligations under any other international agreement, their obligations under the present Charter shall prevail.”

the work of its Counter Terrorism Committee, the Security Council has accepted that such measures must be consistent with full respect for human rights.\textsuperscript{16}

The UN has engaged in a very extensive project of standard setting in the field of human rights, notably through the treaties adopted by its member states, and the work of the Human Rights Council [formerly Human Rights Commission]. Member states have mandated the Secretary-General and the UN system to help them achieve the standards set out in the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.\textsuperscript{17} All the member states of the IOM are also member states of the UN. Thus the activities of the IOM can be read as being bound through the obligations of its member states to the UN human rights standards.\textsuperscript{18}

There are nine core UN human rights conventions (Annex 3).\textsuperscript{19} Each of the nine instruments has a committee of experts to monitor implementation of the treaty provisions by its state parties; many are supplemented by optional protocols. While not all states have ratified all nine core conventions, all IOM member states are parties to at least one, and in many cases all the treaties. The Convention on the Rights of the Child protects the rights of migrant children, and has been ratified by 193 states, all but one of IOM’s membership, the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, which protects women migrants, has 189 states party.

The convention which has the most direct relevance to migrants, the UN Convention on the Protection of All Migrant Workers and their Families (1990), currently has only 50 states party and 16 signatories.\textsuperscript{20} However, all but two of the states which have ratified the UN migrant workers convention are also member states of the IOM.\textsuperscript{21} So of the 166 member states of the IOM, 50 are bound by the UN migrant workers convention. Because IOM’s member states have ratified many of these conventions, their participation in IOM activities must be consistent with their human rights obligations. IOM’s activities must be in conformity with the human rights obligations of its members and IOM’s members cannot disregard or circumvent their human rights obligations through the use of IOM.

\textit{IOM’s Status within the UN}

On 5 February 2016, the (then) UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon, wrote to IOM’s Director General, William Lacey Swing, offering three options for a ‘strengthened institutional relationship’ between the UN and IOM. One was to become a specialised

\textsuperscript{16}“Beginning with its adoption of resolution 1456 (2003), the Security Council has consistently affirmed that States must ensure that any measures taken to counter terrorism comply with all their obligations under international law, in particular international human rights, refugee, and international humanitarian law’. https://www.un.org/sc/ctc/focus-areas/human-rights/; accessed 19 February 2017.


\textsuperscript{19}http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CoreInstruments.aspx accessed 7 February 2017.
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\textsuperscript{21}The two exceptions are Indonesia and Syria – parties to the UN migrant workers convention but not Member states of the IOM.
agency, another related agency, and the third a ‘sui generis’ agreement including membership in key co-ordination mechanisms. On 25 July 2016, IOM entered into formal legal relationship with the UN to become a related organization. On its face, this is surprising: other related organisations are concerned with issues of trade, atomic energy, and weapons control; not with the social and economic wellbeing of a defined population. As a related agency, IOM enjoys very considerable independence and autonomy. Unlike the International Labour Office (ILO), which is a specialized agency, IOM does not report to the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC see Articles 57 & 63, UN Charter). Unlike the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), it is not part of the UN Secretariat under overall direction of the Secretary General. Unlike UNHCR, IOM’s executive head is not elected by the General Assembly on the recommendation of the Secretary General. Unlike UNHCR, IOM’s executive head is not elected by the General Assembly on the recommendation of the Secretary General. Unlike the International Labour Office (ILO), which is a specialized agency, IOM does not report to the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC see Articles 57 & 63, UN Charter). Unlike the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), it is not part of the UN Secretariat under overall direction of the Secretary General. Whereas the Statute of UNHCR requires the High Commissioner to report annually to the General Assembly, IOM has no equivalent reporting obligation: it ‘may, if it decides it to be appropriate’ submit reports on its activities to the General Assembly’ [emphasis added]. This status means that IOM operates with greater independence than other UN institutions in the migration field. The content of the relationship agreement is thus of great significance.

The UN - IOM Agreement

On 25 July 2016, the General Assembly adopted a resolution approving an agreement creating a legal link between the UN and the IOM. The negotiating mandate had been authorised by the General Assembly on 27 April 2016; much must already have been under discussion and agreement reached so that the formal negotiations could be completed within three months. Further evidence of the degree of convergence of approaches is evidenced by the resolution of the IOM Council of 30 June 2016 approving a draft agreement. Signature of the UN-IOM agreement took place on 19 September 2016, the day when the UN General Assembly debated and adopted the resolution calling for a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration.

The agreement opens with a preambular reference to the UN Charter and to IOM’s Constitution. It continues with an acknowledgement that migration and human mobility must be taken into account in the activities of both organisations thus entailing close cooperation. The difference between migration and human mobility is not specified and neither of the terms is defined in the agreement. The preamble makes reference to various contacts between the UN and IOM from 1992 to 2016 and states that one

22 Letter from Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary General, to William Lacy Swing, Director General, International Organisation for Migration, 5 February 2016; on file with authors.
23 A/RES/70/296
25 General Assembly Resolution 428 (V) of 14 December 1950, Annex, Chapter III, para. 13
27 Art. 4, A/RES/70/296.
28 A/RES/70/296.
29 A/RES/70/263.
objective of the agreement is to establish a mutually beneficial relationship whereby the discharge of respective responsibilities may be facilitated.

In the next section we will examine the provisions of the agreement together with our concerns from a human rights perspective. This approach has the advantage of keeping our analysis directly with the provision under consideration. The full text of the agreement is available on line.\(^\text{31}\)

**Article 1: the objective fulfilment of two mandates**

The first article sets out the objective of the new relationship: to strengthen IOM-UN cooperation and enhance their ability to fulfil their respective mandates in the interests of migrants and their member states. We consider that the interests of migrants, referred to in this provision must include protection of their human rights. In particular, in our opinion, where the interests of states and migrants diverge this includes the right not to be placed in a position of having to relinquish their human rights entitlements in order to be able to remain on the territory of a host state. This situation is among the most common which migrants encounter regarding human rights, as ILO research has shown.\(^\text{32}\) The use by states of their sovereign right to control their borders and to refuse entry or expel a foreigner frequently places migrants in a situation of vulnerability: having to choose between trying to defend their rights, including those of non-discrimination, and risking rejection at the border or expulsion from the state or abandoning their human rights claims in the interests of obtaining a residence permit or its renewal. Much of the work of the ILO on labour standards for migrant workers hinges on this conundrum. Accepting discrimination in pay and working conditions between nationals and migrant workers, although a breach of the human rights of migrant workers, is the price states extract either overtly or indirectly from migrant workers unwilling to abandon their human rights with the sanction of expulsion. Thus the interests of migrants and states can and frequently do diverge. When that happens, the states’ obligation to protect human rights can help resolve disputes.

In our experience, the perceived interests of states can be in opposition to those of migrants particularly where their human rights are engaged. IOM’s Constitution mandates it to ‘conform’ to the policies and laws of states. It does not have a constitutional obligation to work for migrants.\(^\text{33}\) The UN is mandated to work in the interests of its member states but this interest includes the protection of the human rights of all people, migrant or citizen. This is the obligation set out in the Universal Declaration. This different focus of the UN and the IOM could become a source of tension in the new relationship.

In the second article the UN recognises the IOM as an organisation with ‘a’ global leading role in the field of migration. This acknowledgement is augmented by a further
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\(^{31}\) See footnote 28.

\(^{32}\) ILO General Survey, Promoting Fair Migration 2016

\(^{33}\) In its Preamble, the Constitution refers to the ‘needs of the migrant as an individual human being’.
recognition that the member states of the IOM regard it (with reference to a resolution of the IOM Council) as ‘the’ global lead agency on migration. This is quite a convoluted provision. The evident reluctance on the part of the UN to designate the IOM as the lead migration agency reflects the fact that a large number of UN agencies and programmes are also engaged in migration issues.\(^{34}\) IOM members appear to take a different view. The ILO, for instance, has over 50 years of experience working on the protection of migrant workers who form an important part of the Agreement’s subject matter. The ILO’s tripartite nature, which includes representatives of states, employers and workers, makes it a particularly relevant UN agency in the field of migrant workers.

For instance, ILO has two conventions specifically on the subject of migrant workers. Further, in 2016 the ILO’s General Survey concerned promoting fair migration.\(^{35}\) Similarly, the OHCHR has been very active in the field of migration. In 2016 it was working with other Global Migration Group (see below GMG) members to develop *Principles and Guidelines on the Human Rights Protection of Migrants in Vulnerable Situations within large and/or mixed movements*.\(^{36}\) The previous year OHCHR produced the *Migration, Human Rights and Governance: Handbook for Parliamentarians, OHCHR, IPU, ILO, 2015*.\(^{37}\) OHCHR’s 2014 *Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights at InternationalBorders*\(^{38}\) deals with a particularly sensitive issue among some states regarding what border practices are in conformity with international human rights standards and which are not. The preceding year it had produced its publication *Migration and Human Rights: improving human rights-based governance of international migration*\(^{39}\) which sets out a programme for migration management which is normatively driven and justified. These activities of the OHCHR have not been taken in isolation. For instance it worked together with the World Health Organisation and IOM on the report *International Migration, Health and Human Rights* published in 2013.\(^{40}\) Thus is would not be correct to place the various UN bodies at loggerheads with IOM. This is simply not the case and all the UN agencies engaged with migration issues have worked and continue to work with IOM both in the field and at the UN seats.

Yet, there is sometimes a difference of perspective in the approaches of the UN agencies and the IOM regarding priorities. While there is frequently a convergence of the interests of states and migrants, this is not always the case particularly regarding the state


sovereign claims around entry, residence and expulsion. Article 2 of the agreement recognises this tension not only in so far as the UN does not accept that IOM is the global lead agency on migration but also in its reference to the mandates and activities of the UN, its Offices, Funds and Programmes in the field of migration. This final sentence to the provision reveals another tension in the UN system, regarding the subject of migration. While article 2(1) of the agreement is without prejudice to the mandates and activities of the UN, it is clear that there are a lot of different bodies within the UN involved in the subject as recognised by the wording – UN, its Offices, Funds and Programmes. One of the key weaknesses of the UN in the field of migration is the fragmentation of the work. In 2006, in recognition of this issue, the Secretary General of the UN established the GMG. The participants include: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO); ILO; IOM; OHCHR; the UN Regional Commissions; the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP); the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF); the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD); the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN-DESA); the UN Development Programme (UNDP); UNESCO; UN Women; UNHCR; the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO); the United Nations Institute for Training and Research’s (UNITAR); UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC); the UN Population Fund; the UN University; the World Bank; the World Food Programme and WHO. Presumably a rather large room is needed every time the GMG meets. The only body, which is part of the GMG, working exclusively on migration is the IOM, yet all the others have a sufficient interest in the subject to be formal members of the GMG.

The agreement with the IOM recognises the diversity of interests and approaches within the UN system. Many of the UN bodies participating in the GMG have fairly targeted interests in the issue of migration, though a substantial number have a development focus. Coordination in approaches is a problem – as in many other areas of UN activity – given the wide range of actors with different mandates and objectives. If one were to transpose this problem to the national framework one might have regard to struggles between interior ministries which are concerned about security as related to border controls, residence and expulsion of migrants and other ministries, such as health with an interest in the assurance of public health irrespective of the nationality of the individual on the territory or social affairs ministries where for instance family unity is a priority. One of the concerns of academics in European states is the function creep of interior ministries in the field of migration to appropriate and transform into their logic issues which properly belong in the remit of other ministries.

There is no easy or singular solution to the issue of multiplicity of approaches to migration its benefits and drawbacks. It is perhaps an advantage that international

---

41 UNHCR’s mandate is limited to refugees, internally displaced persons and forced migration in general.
organisations are informed primarily by the participation of foreign affairs ministries rather than their interior counterparts as the former are much more experienced in balancing (or juggling) the wider interests of the state in the international framework that the latter.

**Article 2(2): IOM’s assets**

At Article 2(2) of the agreement between the UN and the IOM, the UN recognises the IOM as an essential contributor in the field of human mobility, in the protection of migrants, in operational activities, displaced persons and migrant-affect communities including in the areas of resettlement and returns as well as mainstreaming migration in development plans.

This provision needs to be unpacked to understand exactly what is being agreed between the UN and IOM. The first aspect worth noting is that the essential contribution of the IOM is stated to be in the field of human mobility. Once again the concept of human mobility which is not defined<sup>44</sup> is preferred over migration.<sup>45</sup> UNDP’s 2009 Human Development Report defined migration as internal or cross border movement, and human mobility as the ‘ability of individuals, families or groups of people to choose their place of residence’. Yet the universality among UN bodies of this distinction is not evident. In 2012 IOM-UNDESA published a report examining migration and human mobility in a development context which fails to differentiate clearly between the two concepts or signpost what the intellectual work of having two concepts means.<sup>47</sup> Some economists tend to use the two terms interchangeably.<sup>48</sup> Likewise, sociologists have also tended to use the two without differentiation.<sup>49</sup> One incisive approach is that of Pécoud et al who place human mobility as an issue of border controls and migration as including that aspect but also encompassing what happens to foreigners within the borders of a state as regards residence work etc.<sup>50</sup>

In more straightforward wording, the agreement states that IOM is an essential contributor to the protection of migrants. This is certainly the case as regards a wide range of IOM activities over its existence not least in facilitating resettlement and evacuation in circumstances of human and natural disaster,<sup>51</sup> where the value of IOM’s

---

<sup>44</sup> Human Mobility is not included in IOM’s list of Key Migration Terms: https://www.iom.int/key-migration-terms; accessed 19022017.


work has been widely recognised. Its 2016 work on migrant border deaths has pioneered a human rights approach calling for states to count and identify the missing as a human rights obligation. The role of IOM in some operational activities related to migrants is a more ambiguous claim as regards in whose interests the activities are positive. The role of IOM in protecting displaced persons and resettlement raises the thorny question of overlap of operational activities with UNHCR which has primary responsibility for refugees and internally displaced persons. A certain tension between the two agencies has been the subject of academic concern for some time.

Ambiguity returns with force regarding the activities of IOM in enabling expulsion of migrants (as the coercive arm of returns). It is here that the greatest concern regarding conflicts between IOM’s constitutional duty to respect the interests and policies of states and the interests and protection of migrants is the subject of most attention and in many case criticisms from the academic community. The IOM has carried out many activities in the field of expulsion from providing settings for states to discuss (and some would argue legitimate) practices around expulsion of migrants, to participation in the expulsion process. IOM insists that it contributes only to voluntary returns (expulsion where the migrant agrees to be expelled). However, a number of actors have expressed concern about the voluntariness of expulsion and the degree of coercion that IOM is willing to accommodate.


---

Expulsion practices raise many human rights issues from the right to protection against refoulement (return to a country where there is a real risk of persecution, or torture), to fair procedures and considerations such as family life, the nature and importance of the reason for the expulsion decision and the use of detention as a precursor to expulsion and effective enforcement of rights of migrant workers against their (former) employers. The human rights obligations which apply to forced expulsions have come under scrutiny not least by the UN Committee against Torture. The engagement of IOM both in ‘voluntary’ return after an expulsion decision, has raised the question, examined in the academic literature, about how voluntary is the decision of the migrant. Although there is strong denial at the top of the IOM that it ever engages with processes of forced expulsion, empirical evidence indicates that local offices reliant on raising funds from governments may not be as careful about the principle as head office.

Article 2(3): IOM as a non-normative organisation

According to Article 2(3) of the agreement, the UN recognises that IOM, by virtue of its constitution will function as an independent, autonomous and non-normative organisation in its working relationship with the UN. Reference is made to the essential elements and attributes of IOM as set out in its Council’s resolution 1309. These elements and attributes are that IOM is the global lead agency on migration and is an intergovernmental, non-normative organization with its own constitution and governance system, featuring a predominantly projectized budgetary model and a decentralized organizational structure. The IOM document states that “IOM must, in addition to these features, also retain the following attributes to which its Member states attach importance: responsiveness, efficiency, cost-effectiveness and independence.”

IOM does have a human rights policy adopted on 12 November 2009 by its Council. However, at the very start of the document paragraph 2 clarifies that “prime responsibility for ensuring the respect of the human rights of migrants lies with States.”

---


66 UN Committee against Torture General Comment No 3(2012).


It continues: “Each State also has the right – and the duty – to defend and protect its nationals abroad, and to allow other States to protect their nationals residing on its territory. Many other international actors, including IOM, have a key supporting role to play in achieving the effective respect of the human rights of migrants.” The relationship of human rights and state sovereign claims to admit or refuse to admit people at their borders is presented as one of state sovereignty over its nationals wherever they are. This approach is premised on the idea that states have a duty to protect only their own citizens, an outdated notion no longer consistent with international human rights law. The document seems to have been prepared primarily for internal consumption. Each statement regarding a human right is referenced back to the IOM’s own documents and Constitution with scant reference to the international human rights obligations of IOM’s member states. The reader is left rather unsatisfied as to the foundation of human rights which seems to be based in the IOM’s Constitution and activities. The policy is flanked by the IOM’s Policy on Protection 7 September 2015 which reiterates the duty of IOM to respect human rights of migrants but justifies this by reference to IOM’s own documents. Specifically, as the document clarifies at para 13 “IOM meets it obligation to promote and contribute to the protection of migrants and their rights by supporting States and its other partners in their respective protection responsibilities by having a rights-based approach to all its policies, strategies, projects and activities.”

Is it possible to define the term ‘non-normative’ in a manner which is consistent with the human rights objective of the UN? We do not see exactly how this would be possible bearing in mind the normal meaning of the term non-normative. Another option might be to claim that UN human rights standards are themselves not normative. Yet this would be a strange claim as they are founded in human dignity which is an inherent right of all people and as such normative. One of the human rights which has (arguably) become ius cogens is the prohibition on torture. This is not because torture is ineffective or does not work (depending on what the objective of the torture is – for instance as punishment or to extract information from the victim) but because it is wrong and the international community is agreed that it is wrong. This is a normative position.

Further, it is fairly clear from the wording of the agreement that both the UN and IOM understood the terms ‘normative’ and ‘non-normative’ to be centrally connected to and a way of referring to human rights. If one looks at article 2(4) of the agreement, IOM recognises the responsibilities of the UN under its Charter and the mandates and responsibilities of UN bodies including in the field of migration. The reference to the Charter must be intended to be a reference also to the human rights commitments of the UN. Article 2(5), however, takes the questions somewhat further. In this provision, IOM undertakes to conduct its activities in accordance with the purpose and principles of the UN Charter, which as we set out above, include human rights observance. IOM also engages itself to act with ‘due regard’ to the policies of the UN which further the purposes and principles and to other relevant instruments in the international migration, refugee and human rights fields. Does this acknowledge the primacy of human rights in the UN

72 Other human rights such as the right to life may also come within this category.
instruments? While IOM does accept that it must act in accordance with the UN Charter, the provision seems to imply that this goes no farther than having due regard to human rights conventions (as opposed to abiding by them). This uncertainty is reinforced in article 2(6) which states that the UN and IOM will co-operate and conduct their activities without prejudice to the rights and responsibilities of one another under their respective constituent instruments.

**Article 3: UN and IOM cooperation of the organisations**

This rather cloudy approach to human rights in the agreement is unhelpful. The guiding principles of the collaboration need to be clear before the modalities can be set out, hence the opacity of those principles is problematic. Article 3 entitled cooperation and coordination exemplifies the issue. In this provision the UN and IOM agree to work jointly to achieve mutual objectives. The purpose is to facilitate effective exercise of their responsibilities in accordance with their respective constituent instruments. Does this mean that the UN must cooperate in the pursuit of human rights objectives but IOM participates on a ‘non-normative’ basis without any obligation to pursue human rights compatible outcomes?

The UN and IOM recognise the desirability of cooperation in the statistical field (within their mandates). This opens the can of worms regarding counting migrants (and possibly human mobility). The issue has been something of a headache for the UN and IOM as the sources of statistical information are varied, held by different ministries and departments at state level and is often highly contested or just simply inaccurate. Yet, policies regarding migrants and human mobility depend on knowledge of how many, where and who migrants are. While at times of humanitarian crisis, people tend to self-identify themselves (for instance for evacuation in the face of a disaster) otherwise migrants tend to be quite shy about self-identification particularly to international organisations. Numbers are often both under and over-reported. In the first instance under-reported as many people do not consider themselves migrants as they are foreign students or expats and so are not always easy to count. In the second instance over-reporting, migrants frequently naturalise but do not necessarily cease to be nationals of their country of origin (in particular in countries where dual nationality is permitted). Thus they are often double counted both as citizens and migrants or rather randomly counted as either one or the other. When a migrant, after being counted, then naturalises the problem is only aggravated. The importance of counting and having control over the counting process is one which has political and practical consequences. Political as can be seen in the tables of the UN’s World Population division in respect of a number of countries in the Gulf where over 75% of the population are counted as migrants. Practical as there are a range of funding possibilities open to countries which receive refugees and persons displaced by conflict. Counting, in such circumstances, is also access to resources from the international community.73 We are agnostic on the issue of what body is best placed to

---

73 The Danish Refugee Council raised the issue of Kenyan nationals living in the Dadaab refugee camp which primarily houses Somali refugees in Kenya which they estimated as 30% of the camp’s inhabitants. As a result, biometric cards were issued to the refugees in the camp on the basis of which rations are given out. However, a negative externality of the exclusion of Kenyans from access to rations in the camp
fulfil a mandate to collect and publish independent and viable statistics on migration and population. However, whatever body is given this job needs to fully independent, properly funded and resourced and compliant with the UN's international standards on statistics. Bad statistics are worse than no statistics at all as they can become the hostages of ideological battles.

The remaining provisions of the agreement cover institutional matters such as reciprocal representation at UN and IOM Council meetings, the right to propose agenda items, exchange of information and documents (which appears to be obligatory but is limited by the extent practicable on both sides), administrative cooperation, expenses, confidentiality etc. Yet we must note that it is disappointing that in the second decade of the 21st century, confidentiality of UN related bodies and organisations is the subject of specific protection but transparency is not.

It is now time to turn to the General Assembly resolution on the Global Compact and to see what the role of human rights obligations is there. On the basis of the position of human rights in this process we will examine what constraints and opportunities there may be regarding IOM's role in the negotiations.

**Human Rights in the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration and the IOM**

The UN General Assembly adopted a resolution calling for a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration and affirming a Global Compact on Refugees on 19 September 2016. In the section of the document which deals with the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, there are 11 references to human rights. This is in a section of the document which only has 63 paragraphs related to the general framework, commitments to migrants and refugees and commitments to migrants. By comparison, the section on commitments to refugees has only one reference to human rights (at paragraph 64). This is undoubtedly the consequence of the UN Convention relating to the status of refugees 1951 and its 1967 protocol which provides a very solid foundation indeed for the treatment and rights of refugees.

Human rights for migrants are central to the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, indeed they are so fundamental that they are referred to many times. Clearly the General Assembly had the human rights of migrants firmly in its sights when it adopted the resolution. With such a clear indication of the intention of the General Assembly to mainstream human rights in the Global Compact in full knowledge of the contents of the UN-IOM Agreement of July 2016, what role has been assigned to IOM in the Compact process? At the end of January 2017, the General Assembly adopted a

---

was a substantial diminution of national support for the camp and the Somali refugees. The President's decree in 2016 that the camp must be closed and the Somalis sent back to Somalia is also a reflection of the change of the composition of the camp.


75 Paragraphs 5, 6, 11, 22, 24, 26, 32, 41, 47, 51, 59.
document entitled Modalities for the intergovernmental negotiations of the global compact for safe, orderly and regular migration. This document sets out how the process of the negotiations should take place and who the actors should be. In the preamble, the Modalities document welcomes the agreement bringing IOM into a closer legal and working relationship with the UN as a ‘related organisation’.

The resolution appoints two facilitators to lead the consultations and negotiations towards the Global Compact – the Mexican and Swiss representatives were chosen for this role. The UN Secretariat and IOM are jointly to service the negotiations (paragraph 11). The former is to provide capacity and support, the latter, IOM is to provide technical and policy expertise. This joint servicing of the process is to apply to the entire preparatory process to developing the Compact.

The preparatory process consists of three phases: (a) Phase I (consultations) April 2017 – November 2017; (b) Phase II (stocktaking) November 2017 to January 2018 and (c) Phase III (intergovernmental negotiations) February 2018 to July 2018. In Phase I, IOM is given a specific role, to make its expertise available to organise a series of informal thematic sessions on facilitating safe, orderly and regular migration. All members of the GMG are encouraged to participate with IOM in this activity. The first theme to be addressed in the informal thematic sessions is the human rights of all migrants, social inclusion, cohesion and all forms of discrimination, including racism, xenophobia and intolerance. This session is to take place at the UN Office in Geneva between April and May 2017. However, while human rights is the central focus of the first thematic session, it touches all the others, be they also in Geneva, New York or Vienna.

The second Geneva based thematic session will be international cooperation and governance of migration in all its dimensions, including at borders, in transit, entry, return, readmission, integration and re-integration to be held in June 2017. This is a very wide topic and one with important human rights implications. As we have discussed earlier in this article, border and expulsion practices are among the most human rights sensitive for migrants and states. Much human rights input will be needed in this session to achieve the General Assembly’s demand for a human rights consistent Compact.

The third Geneva based thematic session is to be on irregular migration and regular pathways including decent work, labour mobility, recognition of skills and qualification and other relevant measures, which is to take place in October 2017. In earlier drafts of the Modalities document, this theme was entitled decent work and labour mobility. Its transformation into irregular migration is rather unfortunate and does not bode well for a serious reflection on labour migration. The inclusion of recognition of skills and qualifications is a graveyard move – the subject is one which excites so much controversy dressed in highly technical terminology that it almost invariably ends in a stalemate. Yet, the treatment of migrants who have been designated by the host state as irregular is a vital human rights issue. Equality at work is also a core concern of ILO and a normatively determined issue.

Two thematic sessions are to be held in New York. First in May 2017 there is to be a session on drivers of migration, including adverse effects of climate change, natural
disasters and human-made crises, through protection and assistance, sustainable development, poverty eradication, conflict prevent and resolution. Again this is a wide subject with many subthemes within it - every aspect with profound human rights consequences and responsibilities for states towards migrants. The second thematic session to take place in New York will examine the contributions of migrants and diasporas to all dimensions of sustainable development, including remittances and portability of earned benefits planned for July 2017. A difficulty with this thematic session is the possible interpretation of the subject as requiring migrant communities to justify their existence on the basis of their positive contribution to the host community.

One thematic session is planned for Vienna at the UN office there in September 2017. The subject is smuggling of migrants, trafficking in persons and contemporary forms of slavery, including appropriate identification, protection and assistance to migrants and trafficking victims. It is the presence in Vienna of UNODC which is responsible for the application of the two Palermo Protocols on smuggling and trafficking in human beings which has dictated the choice of venue. The subjects of smuggling of migrants and trafficking of human beings have wide human rights implications and impacts which will need to be fully explored in this session.

The IOM is called upon in this first phase to support the Secretary General in submitting inter-agency issue briefs drawing on the expertise of the GMG and other relevant bodies in advance of each informal thematic session. In light of the importance of human rights throughout all of the six thematic sessions, IOM will have to pay very close attention to the UN human rights acquis to ensure that each of the six inter-agency briefs fully and faithfully addresses the human rights issues relevant to each theme. Further IOM is called upon to assist the Secretary General to develop a work plan for the Member states by March 2017. The place of human rights in this work plan is of utmost importance.

In Phase II, the stocktaking, a specific role is created for IOM in the Modalities document. According to paragraph 26 it is to be in close consultations with the Secretary General regarding input into the zero draft of the Global Compact. In particular the IOM is requested to present a report that includes facts and figures as well as challenges and opportunities based on the full range of inputs. Further IOM is called upon to provide member states with recommendations before the beginning of Phase III.

78 The UN University in New York has taken a role in this regards as well https://unu.edu/media-relations/releases/unu-rector-assumes-chair-of-un-interagency-migration-group.html accessed 3 March 2017.
79 UN documents tend to go through four phases – first an Elements paper setting out a rough outline of the issues, followed by Zero Draft which elaborates on the elements, then a First Draft which is a refinement of the Zero Draft followed by a Final Draft which is usually the version which will be adopted.
This will be a key moment in the negotiations as the zero draft will form the basis of the Global Compact – the changes which take place in the negotiations tend to be less important than the framework which is established by the zero draft. The place of human rights in the zero draft will need to take into account the importance of human rights mandated by the General Assembly. Any diminution of the role of the human rights of migrants in the zero draft in comparison with the resolution may be inconsistent with the objective and express will of the General Assembly.

In the third and final stage of the process, according to the Modalities document, there is no express role for IOM. The zero draft will go through the negotiation process to arrive at the final draft for the conference. While there will be informal interactive multi-stakeholder hearings in this phase, there is no express role for IOM in them.

The UN, IOM and Unfinished Business

What does this close engagement of IOM in the process of the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration mean as regards human rights? One weakness of the manner in which IOM has been brought into the UN has, in our opinion, been the meagre attention to the UN's human rights aquis. Was the concern on IOM's part that the phrase 'non-normative' be present a number of times in the agreement intended to signpost a human rights neutral position of the agency? The UN's human rights framework, however, makes this non-normative approach difficult to sustain. We have also pointed out that within the governing documents of the IOM there are references, some overt some indirect, to human rights obligations. The IOM is no stranger to human rights although it position in the agreement appears agnostic.

The IOM has now been given an important role in the development of a Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration. It will carry out these functions with the Secretary General and UN bodies, many of which have migration dimensions to their work which are carried out in full acknowledgement and respect for the convention-based human rights of migrants. If IOM is to fulfil its role in the negotiations of the Global Compact it will need actively to promote the stated objective of the General Assembly that human rights be central to the Compact. The important job which the IOM has been given in Phase I, assisting in the thematic sessions, will require expert opinion on the impact of UN human rights obligations on migrants, which must then be reflected in the zero draft prepared for negotiation by states.

The process of the Global Compact needs to be embraced as an excellent opportunity for the UN and IOM to move towards a full understanding of the centrality of human rights in respect of migrants. On the side of the UN, human rights norms are clear. The same is not so true for IOM. Although IOM recognises their centrality in statements and policies,

the Constitution still does not reflect today's international human rights legal order. IOM's activities to promote the Global Compact need to have a clear base in its Constitution. So, a change to IOM's Constitution to include a clear commitment to promoting and respecting UN human rights standards would be very valuable. It would evidence IOM's commitment to human rights, a criterion against which its activities should be decided. It would also provide orientation to its operational work, especially in relation to border control and expulsion that respect for international human rights must always be paramount notwithstanding political pressures.
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IOM’s Strategic Focus

1. To provide secure, reliable, flexible and cost-effective services for persons who require international migration assistance.
2. To enhance the humane and orderly management of migration and the effective respect for the human rights of migrants in accordance with international law.
3. To offer expert advice, research, technical cooperation and operational assistance to States, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations and other stakeholders, in order to build national capacities and facilitate international, regional and bilateral cooperation on migration matters.
4. To contribute to the economic and social development of States through research, dialogue, design and implementation of migration-related programmes aimed at maximizing migration’s benefits.
5. To support States, migrants and communities in addressing the challenges of irregular migration, including through research and analysis into root causes, sharing information and spreading best practices, as well as facilitating development-focused solutions.
6. To be a primary reference point for migration information, research, best practices, data collection, compatibility and sharing.
7. To promote, facilitate and support regional and global debate and dialogue on migration, including through the International Dialogue on Migration, so as to advance understanding of the opportunities and challenges it presents, the identification and development of effective policies for addressing those challenges and to identify comprehensive approaches and measures for advancing international cooperation.
8. To assist States to facilitate the integration of migrants in their new environment and to engage diasporas, including as development partners.
9. To participate in coordinated humanitarian responses in the context of inter-agency arrangements in this field and to provide migration services in other emergency or post-crisis situations as appropriate and as relates to the needs of individuals, thereby contributing to their protection.
10. To undertake programmes which facilitate the voluntary return and reintegration of refugees, displaced persons, migrants and other individuals in need of international migration services, in cooperation with other relevant international organizations as appropriate, and taking into account the needs and concerns of local communities.
11. To assist States in the development and delivery of programmes, studies and technical expertise on combating migrant smuggling and trafficking in persons, in particular women and children, in a manner consistent with international law.

To support the efforts of States in the area of labour migration, in particular short term movements, and other types of circular migration.
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IOM Constitution, Article 1

Article 1
1. The purposes and functions of the Organization shall be:
(a) to make arrangements for the organized transfer of migrants, for whom existing facilities are inadequate or who would not otherwise be able to move without special assistance, to countries offering opportunities for orderly migration;
(b) to concern itself with the organized transfer of refugees, displaced persons and other individuals in need of international migration services for whom arrangements may be made between the Organization and the States concerned, including those States undertaking to receive them;
(c) to provide, at the request of and in agreement with the States concerned, migration services such as recruitment, selection, processing, language training, orientation activities, medical examination, placement, activities facilitating reception and integration, advisory services on migration questions, and other assistance as is in accord with the aims of the Organization;
(d) to provide similar services as requested by States, or in cooperation with other interested international organizations, for voluntary return migration, including voluntary repatriation; (e) to provide a forum to States as well as international and other organizations for the exchange of views and experiences, and the promotion of cooperation and coordination of efforts on international migration issues, including studies on such issues in order to develop practical solutions.
2. In carrying out its functions, the Organization shall cooperate closely with international organizations, governmental and non-governmental, concerned with migration, refugees and human resources in order, inter alia, to facilitate the coordination of international activities in these fields. Such cooperation shall be carried out in the mutual respect of the competences of the organizations concerned.
3. The Organization shall recognize the fact that control of standards of admission and the number of immigrants to be admitted are matters within the domestic jurisdiction of States, and, in carrying out its functions, shall conform to the laws, regulations and policies of the States concerned.
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UN Human Rights Conventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Monitoring Body</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Monitoring Body</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICERD</td>
<td>International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination</td>
<td>21 Dec 1965</td>
<td>CERD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
<td>16 Dec 1966</td>
<td>CCPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICESCR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</td>
<td>16 Dec 1966</td>
<td>CESCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women</td>
<td>18 Dec 1979</td>
<td>CEDAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment</td>
<td>10 Dec 1984</td>
<td>CAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>Convention on the Rights of the Child</td>
<td>20 Nov 1989</td>
<td>CRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMW</td>
<td>International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families</td>
<td>18 Dec 1990</td>
<td>CMW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPED</td>
<td>International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance</td>
<td>20 Dec 2006</td>
<td>CED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRPD</td>
<td>Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities</td>
<td>13 Dec 2006</td>
<td>CRPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICESCR - OP</td>
<td>Optional Protocol to the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</td>
<td>10 Dec 2008</td>
<td>CESCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR-OP1</td>
<td>Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
<td>16 Dec 1966</td>
<td>CCPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR-OP2</td>
<td>Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty</td>
<td>15 Dec 1989</td>
<td>CCPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Protocol Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Treaty Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP-CRC-IC</td>
<td>Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on a communications procedure</td>
<td>14 Apr 2014</td>
<td>CRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP-CAT</td>
<td>Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment</td>
<td>18 Dec 2002</td>
<td>SPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP-CRPD</td>
<td>Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities</td>
<td>12 Dec 2006</td>
<td>CRPD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>